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Unlikely Partnerships  
that Spell Success 
In order to make informed decisions about the strategic direction of your business,  
it’s important to have a single view of all your finance data. But traditional siloed team  
environments and the data intelligence they own can act as roadblocks to seeing the  
complete picture. When you promote collaboration and equip teams with the tools  
they need to unite business processes, you’ll inspire success and boost your business! 

FINANCE + IT 
= Improved change management

= Stronger return on tech investments 

= Better data security 

Finance can provide IT with data to inform purchasing decisions and enhance software 
upgrades. IT can support Finance with the transition to new technologies, offering best 
practice expertise. Working together can ensure a positive return on investment, reduce 
associated risks and improve data security.

82% 
of CFOs collaborate more often 
with their CIO than they did 
three years ago.4
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HR + FINANCE
= Improved recruitment and retention

= Enhanced turnover risk assessment 

= Decreased labour expenses  

HR can offer Finance essential data for greater visibility into labour expenses and employee 
information. In return, Finance can provide HR with the information they need to make 
informed decisions on employee activity. Together, they can drive operational success 
through data-driven recruitment decisions, forecasting, identifying top performers, 
evaluating risk in turnover and ensuring team incentives align with budget forecasts. 

43% 
higher workforce productivity in 
companies where the CFO and 
HR are strong collaborators.5

HR + IT
= Improved employee experience 

= A strong digital culture

= Enhanced cross-function collaboration 

IT can offer HR the right technology to reduce siloed working and facilitate cross-
organisational collaboration. HR can help ensure that the devices and systems used  
by employees are fit for purpose and create a positive experience for them. By working  
side by side, HR and IT can improve workplace culture, offer a better employee experience 
and facilitate a more effective digital roll-out of new softwares and systems. 

25% 
of organisations are more 
profitable with a high impact 
employee experience.6
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1. The New Business Imperative: Increasing and Improving Collaboration Webinar  
2. 4 Ways Collaboration Has Fundamentally Changed
3. Gartner Future of Work Reinvented
4. Robert Half: Crucial Connection   
5. DNA of the CFO 
6. From Employee Experience to Human Experience: Putting Meaning Back into Work
7.  What are the Concerns of Executive Stakeholders for Business Travel?

SAP Concur solutions create a robust, digital, cross-team culture where 
spend can be reported in real-time, to effectively control costs and provide  
an exceptional employee experience. 

Bringing teams together in this way ensures your business moves forward  
like clockwork. 

To find out more about what SAP Concur solutions  
can do for you, visit: concur.co.uk

of business 
leaders expect 
collaboration 
with partners to 
increase in the 
next two years.1 

79% 
of HR leaders are 
more concerned 
about employee 
collaboration this 
year than they  
were before  
the pandemic.3 

71% 5x
more likely to be  
high performing 
companies  
that promote  
collaborative work.2 

TRAVEL MANAGERS + FINANCE + HR + IT 
=  Total alignment of budget, technology 

and employee experience

= Streamlined processes

= Holistic, trackable data  

44% 
of CFOs cite traveller safety and 
well-being as their top concern.7

A positive partnership between Travel Managers and IT improves data security. Finance 
working with a Travel Manager can allow greater data visibility and expense management, 
along with better information on technology purchases. And a collaboration between 
a Travel Manager and HR will support risk management and improve the employee 
experience. Working together gives all functions a greater overview of the traveller 
experience, ensuring employee satisfaction, safety and well-being, along with improved 
data on purchasing decisions  and enhanced cost control. 

How To Make It Happen? 
Start by: 

• Asking for employees to offer ideas

•  Encouraging insights and collaboration in day-to-day work

• Planning together 

• Investing in team-building efforts

• Keeping data secure and accessible

• Developing strategic insights

• Investing in best-in-class software 

So, What Makes a Dream Team — and Why?
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